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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

KRISTEL ORETO
Plaintiff,
Case No. ______________
vs.

and

COMPLAINT FOR VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADEMARK (LANHAM)
ACT; THE RIGHT-OF-PUBLICITY; AND
NEGLIGENCE

INSTAGRAM, INC.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

FACEBOOK, INC.

Defendants.
COMPLAINT
NATURE OF CASE
Plaintiff, Kristel Oreto (“Oreto”) by counsel, brings this civil action seeking
damages and injunctive relief against Defendants, Facebook, Inc. and Instagram, Inc.
(collectively, “Facebook-Defendants”) for:
Count I: violation of Section 43(a) of the Trademark Act of 1946, as amended
(15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)(1)(A)) arising from Facebook-Defendants’ unauthorized use of
Oreto’s image, name, likeness, and common law trademark in fake advertisements
knowingly approved and published by Facebook-Defendants in connection with
products and services — likely scams — which leave or have left consumers with
likelihood of confusion whether Oreto is associated with or sponsors these suspect
products and services;
Count II: for violating Oreto’s right-of-publicity rights under Pennsylvania law;
and
Count III: for negligence.
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In support of this Complaint, Oreto makes the following allegations based upon
information or belief, except to allegations specially pertaining to herself, which are
based on personal knowledge:
PARTIES
1.

Plaintiff Oreto resides and is domiciled in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

2.

Defendant Facebook, Inc. is a Delaware corporation with a place of

business in California.
3.

Defendant Instagram, Inc. is a Delaware corporation and a wholly owned

subsidiary of Facebook, Inc. with a place of business in California.
JURISIDICTION AND VENUE
4.

This action arises under the Lanham Trademark Act 15 U.S.C. §§ 1051 et

seq. (the “Lanham Act”), and more specifically, 15 U.S.C. § 1125 (False designations of
origin, False descriptions). Accordingly, this Court has federal question jurisdiction over
the subject matter of this action under 15 U.S.C. §§ 1121 (Jurisdiction of Federal Courts
for Lanham Act); 28 U.S.C § 1331; and 28 U.S.C. § 1338. This Court has supplemental
jurisdiction over related state law claims under 28 U.S.C. § 1367, because these claims
form part of the same case or controversy.
5.

This Court has personal jurisdiction over Facebook-Defendants, in that

they have engaged in, and continue to engage in, the transaction of business and the
commission of approving and publishing fake advertisements involving Oreto and other
tortious acts in interstate commerce throughout the United States and in this judicial
district. Facebook-Defendants’ business and acts have caused, and continue to cause,
injury to Oreto within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
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6.

Venue is proper under 28 U.S.C. § 1391, because Facebook-Defendants

conduct, transact and solicit business in this judicial district, such that their contact with
this district subject them to personal jurisdiction with respect to this action, and a
substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to Oreto’s claims, have occurred,
and continue to occur in this judicial district, causing damage to Oreto and her
reputation in this judicial district.
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
Background on Oreto
7.

Plaintiff, Oreto, is a prominent-tattoo artist whose work and merchandise is

depicted and personally marketed globally via her website www.kristeloreto.com.
8.

Oreto also uses Facebook-Defendants social-networking platforms

including their applications (“app” or “apps”) to market her work.
9.

Oreto has a substantial social media presence including nearly one million

Facebook and Instagram followers.
10.

In recent years, Oreto exercised incredible discipline and through diet and

exercise, lost about 120 pounds.
11.

To document her dramatic body transformation, Oreto took photographs of

herself with her smart phone and camera using pre-set timers.
12.

Some versions of such photographs personally taken of herself are

identifiable with the “@kristeloreto” mark printed on side of her images. The
@kristeloreto mark is exclusively Oreto’s unregistered trademark.
13.

Likewise, the photographs are also easily distinguishable by Oreto’s

distinct tattoos and facial identity.
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False Advertisements Approved by Facebook-Defendants
14.

According to Facebook-Defendants’ Advertising Policies, each

advertisement on Facebook or Instagram is individually reviewed by FacebookDefendants before appearing on Facebook-Defendants’ platforms. Below is FacebookDefendants’ stated Advertising Policies as of June 1, 2018 (emphasis in original).
Before ads show up on Facebook or Instagram, they’re reviewed to
make sure they meet our Advertising Policies. Typically most ads
are reviewed within 24 hours, although in some cases it may take
longer.
What We Consider
During the ad review process, we'll check your ad's images, text,
targeting, and positioning, in addition to the content on your ad's
landing page. Your ad may not be approved if the landing page
content isn't fully functional, doesn't match the product/service
promoted in your ad or doesn't fully comply with our Advertising
Policies.
15.

Facebook-Defendants’ Advertising Policies also describe content that is

prohibited in advertisements on Facebook including but not limited to:
•

Content that “promote[s] the sale or use of unsafe supplements”

•

“Content that infringes upon or violates the rights of any third party,
including copyright, trademark, privacy, publicity, or other personal or
proprietary rights”

•

Content that is “deceptive, false, or misleading content, including
deceptive claims, offers, or methods”

•

Content that “contain[s] ‘before-and-after’ images or images that contain
unexpected or unlikely results”

16.

Despite the above described policies, Facebook-Defendants have publicly

admitted to having a rampant problem with “fake news” including “fake advertising”
4
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appearing on their platforms. For instance, in May 2018 Facebook Inc. admitted that in
the first quarter of 2018, it had discovered 837 million instances of spam, false
advertising, fraud, and 583 million fake accounts. 1
17.

In and around 2017-18 unauthorized use of Oreto’s photographs began

showing up in various advertisements appearing on Facebook-Defendants’ platforms
without her authorization.
18.

Oreto began having various followers and friends mention that “her”

images and advertisements for products or services endorsed by her were appearing on
Facebook-Defendants’ platforms. This was extremely troublesome to Oreto, because
she did not, nor had she ever authorized anyone to use her images in advertisements,
including her @kristeloreto mark.
19.

For instance, Fig. 1 (below) depicts an advertisement for an alleged

weight loss product that Facebook-Defendants approved and posted on FacebookDefendants’ platforms. A photograph of Oreto is plainly used in the advertisement, as
identified by “@kristeloreto” displayed in the upper righthand corner. This particular
advertisement had more than 90,700 views at the time the screenshot was captured in
March 2018.

1

Michal Lev Ram, “Facebook’s Fix-it Team” Forbes (May 22, 2018), available at
http://fortune.com/longform/facebook-fix-it-team-fortune-500/.
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Fig. 1: Unauthorized ad with Oreto’s photograph/mark.

20.

In another fake advertisement approved by Facebook-Defendants, Oreto’s

photograph and mark appear in a “Travel Fantasy” advertisement as depicted below in
Fig. 2. The video advertisement showed an unflattering ‘before’ picture and a
misleading ‘after’ picture of Oreto, and a false and degrading quote attributed to Oreto
declaring “I Hated Looking In The Mirror[.]” According to the false and misleading
endorsement, Oreto was quoted as saying:
“After months of being down on myself and feeling like a
slob.. I knew it was time for a change, my friend recommend
I try this and OMG.. After a couple weeks I was down to a –
‘S’.”
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This ad had more than 348,000 views at the time the screenshot was captured in March
2018.

Fig. 2: “Travel Fantasy” Facebook advertisement

21.

In another version of the “Travel Fantasy” advertisement approved by

Facebook-Defendants, an Instagram user “this_iz_real_lyfe” recognizes Oreto and the
false attribution commenting, “I’ve seen this woman’s weight loss posts before and I
don’t think she uses this stuff at all this is a scam and you guys should not listen to
this[.]”
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Fig. 3: Another ad from “Travel Fantasy”

22.

In yet another advertisement for “Boot Heels” posted and approved by

Facebook-Defendants around March 2018 or earlier, the advertisement included an
image of Oreto with the particularly demeaning message: “EW! I Used To Look So
Gross! (XXL!)” (see Fig. 4 below).
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Fig. 4: “Boot Heels” Advertisement

23.

This same disparaging photograph also appeared in yet another

advertisement approved by Facebook-Defendants related to a purported “Gumbo
Recipe”, with the belittling caption: “I Just Always felt like a Slob after the Holidays[.]”
(see Fig. 5 below).
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Fig. 5: “Gumbo Recipe” Advertisement

24.

In yet another advertisement approved by Facebook-Defendants, Oreto’s

image appears with a “slob” comment, but this time for “Stylish Bathing Suits for Men”
and boasted about an 18-pound loss since Valentine’s Day. This ad was viewed
163,000 times at the time the screenshot was captured.
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Fig. 6: “Stylish Bathing Suits for Men” ad

25.

Oreto’s image was also used in an advertisement approved by Facebook-

Defendants for “Best Gadgets” — this time with the French caption: “TOUTE
NOUVELLE formule pour éliminer INSTANTANÉMENT votre ventre~!!” This ad was
viewed 531,000 times when the screenshot was captured in March 2018.
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Fig. 7: “Best Gadgets” French ad

26.

The advertised offers appear to be scams, with repeated reports by

consumers of questionable billing practices as shown below in Fig. 8.

12
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Fig. 8: Collection of comments warning that the
advertisements are connected to weight loss scams
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27.

The ads also appear to violate Facebook-Defendants’ own advertisement

policies.
28.

In response to customers complaining of being scammed, Oreto

repeatedly reported each advertisement as an unauthorized use of her image to
Facebook-Defendants as shown below in Fig. 9. And that the unknown entity using the
advertisement stole her photographs and was using them to “rip off people for hundreds
of dollars.” Oreto alerted viewers not to purchase the products or services touted in the
advertisements because they were a scam, adding that she had repeatedly reported the
false advertisements and misappropriation of her photo to Facebook-Defendants — but
to no avail.

14
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Fig. 9: Collection of warnings from Oreto to
Facebook and Instagram users about the weight loss

29.

Oreto was repeatedly alerted by followers and friends who recognized her

in the ads as shown below in Fig. 10.

15
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Fig. 10: Collection of messages to Oreto from
viewers of the false advertisements
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30.

The number of different advertisements for phony products and services,

in different languages, using different aliases was not only extremely demeaning, but
also incredibly detrimental to both Oreto’s personal and professional reputation.
31.

Oreto’s easily recognizable photographs sometimes caught the attention

of skeptical customers of Facebook-Defendants, some of whom assaulted Oreto as
fraudulently posing for phony diet products, or other bogus products or services.
32.

Oreto made numerous attempts to notify Facebook-Defendants to the

fraudulent ads and improperly used photographs. One such report to Facebook, Inc.
dated March 7, 2018, regarding the improper use of her photos and resulting
degradation, noted six (6) previous running ads in which her photos and persona were
ripped off in advertisements.
Begin forwarded message:
From: Facebook <case++aazqurshzh7o55@support.facebook.com>
Date: March 7, 2018 at 7:08:44 PM EST
To: Kristeloreto@gmail.com
Subject: Copyright Report Form #150527745614221
Reply-To: Facebook <case++aazqurshzh7o55@support.facebook.com>
Hi,
Thanks for bringing this matter to our attention. We removed or disabled access to the
content you reported for violating the Facebook Statement of Rights and Responsibilities.
We understand this action to resolve your intellectual property issue.
This is a no-reply email that is sent from an address that cannot accept incoming email.
Please do not reply to this message. Any replies will not be received.
If you’d like to report something else, or if you don’t believe this action resolved your issue,
please fill out this form:
https://www.facebook.com/help/contact/208282075858952
Please reference this report (Complaint #150527745614221) in your new report if you
think it will help us better understand your issue.
If you have any additional questions, please visit the Intellectual Property section of our
Help Center:
https://www.facebook.com/help/intellectual_property
Thanks,
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The Facebook Team
Oliver
Intellectual Property Operations
On Wed Mar 7, 2018 15:43:36, original message wrote:
Hi,
The Facebook Team received a report from you. For reference, your complaint number is
150527745614221.
Please note that this channel is only for reports of alleged infringements or violations of
your legal rights, such as copyright or trademark. If you filed that type of report, no further
action is necessary. However, if you contacted us through this channel about another
matter, you might not receive a response.
If you're not confident that your issue concerns intellectual property rights, please consult
the Intellectual Property section of our Help Center for additional information:
IP Help Center: https://www.facebook.com/help/intellectual_property/
Please note that we regularly provide the rights owner's name, your email address and the
nature of your report to the person who posted the content you are reporting. You may
wish to provide a professional or business email address for contact by users.
For help with matters other than infringement/violation of your legal rights, the links below
may be helpful:
- Hacked or phished accounts: https://www.facebook.com/help/security
- Fake/Impostor accounts (timelines): https://www.facebook.com/help/174210519303259/
- Abuse (including spam, hate speech and harassment):
https://www.facebook.com/help/263149623790594/
- Pages (including admin issues): https://www.facebook.com/help/pages/
- Unauthorized photos or videos: https://www.facebook.com/help/428478523862899
- Login issues: https://www.facebook.com/help/login
- Help for users who have been disabled or blocked:
https://www.facebook.com/help/warnings
If the links above do not contain the information you’re looking for, you may want to search
the Help Center for more assistance: https://www.facebook.com/help/
As a reminder, if your submission contains a report of alleged infringement/violation of
your legal rights, no further action is necessary. We will look into your matter shortly.
Thanks for contacting Facebook,
The Facebook Team
-------------------------Who owns the copyright? : Me or my organization
Your name (name and surname) : Kristel Oreto
Your job responsibility : Other/Not applicable
Please specify your job responsibility. : Self
Mailing address : 1602 Frankford Ave
Philly Pa 19125
Phone number : 7272546631
Email address : Kristeloreto@gmail.com
Confirm your email address : Kristeloreto@gmail.com
Name of the rights owner : Kristel Oreto
Where is the rights owner based? : USA
What type of content are you reporting? : Photo, video or post
Please provide links (URLs) leading directly to the specific content you are reporting. :
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=191901868241578&id=546581012352835
Why are you reporting this content? : This content uses my name
Which of these best describes your original copyrighted work? : Other
Please describe your copyrighted work. : This company is using photos of me, my
name and degrading me in their ads all without my permission. This is the 6th ad
they have run and they are ripping people off for hundreds of dollars using me
Where can we see an authorized example of your work? : Facebook.com/KristelOreto or
Instagram @kristeloreto

(Emphasis added.)
18
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33.

In another email to Facebook, Inc. dated March 27, 2018, Oreto claimed:

“This company is using my fitness photos to scam people out of hundreds of dollars with
their diet product! They are running 4 ads currently on FB and one on Instagram. This is
the 15th time this has happened in 6 months and FB keeps allowing it! They degrade
me and use my pics without permission” further noting that she has a large Facebook
and Instagram following of about one million followers (emphasis added).
Begin forwarded message:
From: Facebook <case++aazrjgjrs4lczc@support.facebook.com>
Date: March 27, 2018 at 5:45:40 PM EDT
To: Kristeloreto@yahoo.com
Subject: Intellectual Property Report #2039847156290645
Reply-To: Facebook <case++aazrjgjrs4lczc@support.facebook.com>
Hi,
The Facebook Team received a report from you. For reference, your complaint number is
2039847156290645.
Please note that this channel is only for reports of alleged infringements or violations of
your legal rights, such as copyright or trademark. If you filed that type of report, no further
action is necessary. However, if you contacted us through this channel about another
matter, you might not receive a response.
If you're not confident that your issue concerns intellectual property rights, please consult
the Intellectual Property section of our Help Center for additional information:
IP Help Center: https://www.facebook.com/help/intellectual_property/
Please note that we regularly provide the rights owner's name, your email address and the
nature of your report to the person who posted the content you are reporting. You may
wish to provide a professional or business email address for contact by users.
For help with matters other than infringement/violation of your legal rights, the links below
may be helpful:
- Hacked or phished accounts: https://www.facebook.com/help/security
- Fake/Impostor accounts (timelines): https://www.facebook.com/help/174210519303259/
- Abuse (including spam, hate speech and harassment):
https://www.facebook.com/help/263149623790594/
- Pages (including admin issues): https://www.facebook.com/help/pages/
- Unauthorized photos or videos: https://www.facebook.com/help/428478523862899
- Login issues: https://www.facebook.com/help/login
- Help for users who have been disabled or blocked:
https://www.facebook.com/help/warnings
If the links above do not contain the information you’re looking for, you may want to search
the Help Center for more assistance: https://www.facebook.com/help/
As a reminder, if your submission contains a report of alleged infringement/violation of
your legal rights, no further action is necessary. We will look into your matter shortly.
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Thanks for contacting Facebook,
The Facebook Team
-------------------------Who owns the copyright? : Me or my organization
Your name (name and surname) : Kristel Oreto
Your job responsibility : Other/Not applicable
Please specify your job responsibility. : Self
Mailing address : 1602 Frankford Ave.
Phone number : 7272546631
Email address : Kristeloreto@yahoo.com
Confirm your email address : Kristekoreto@yahoo.com
Name of the rights owner : Kristel Oreto
Where is the rights owner based? : USA
What type of content are you reporting? : Other
Please provide links (URLs) leading directly to the specific content you are reporting. :
https://www.facebook.com/817061495142206/videos/220557365352556/
This company is using my fitness photos to scam people out of hundreds of dollars with
their diet product! They are running 4 ads currently on FB and one on instrgram. This is
the 15th time this has happened in 6 months and fab keeps allowing it! They degrade me
and use my pics without permission
Why are you reporting this content? : Please select
Which of these best describes your original copyrighted work? : Please select
Where can we see an authorized example of your work? : This company is using my
fitness photos to scam people out of hundreds of dollars with their diet product!
They are running 4 ads currently on FB and one on instrgram. This is the 15th time
this has happened in 6 months and fab keeps allowing it! They degrade me and use
my pics without permission - I have a huge FB following @kristeloreto over a
million followers this is where they stole the pics from. It kills me you guys don't
protect me

(Emphasis added.)

34.

On March 29, 2018, a Facebook Support Message was sent to Oreto

acknowledging her report of the “Boot Heels” advertisement. However, FacebookDefendants appear to have taken little or no action in preventing or removing these ads
since then.
From: "Facebook" <security@facebookmail.com>
Date: March 29, 2018 at 5:46:37 PM EDT
To: Colorful Chapter <kristeloreto@yahoo.com>
Subject: We reviewed your report of Boot Heels.
Reply-To: noreply <noreply@facebookmail.com

35.

In many instances, customers duped by the fake advertisements

complained to Facebook-Defendants about Oreto, causing Oreto’s Facebook and
Instagram accounts be suspended by Facebook-Defendants. In other words, Facebook20
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Defendants punished Oreto—not the entities paying for and posting Oreto’s images in
advertisements, which were exclusively authorized by Facebook-Defendants for
publication on Facebook-Defendants’ platforms.
36.

Since January 2018 multiple advertisements using Oreto’s photos without

her permission have run concurrently on Facebook’s platform.
37.

Each time Oreto is successful in getting Facebook-Defendants to remove

one advertisement using her image without her approval (which can take days, weeks
or even months) another or multiple advertisements replace it, and each new
replacement is again approved by Facebook-Defendants.
38.

After over a dozen instances, and after Oreto sent multiple notifications to

Facebook-Defendants regarding unauthorized use of her image, marks, and likeness,
and sometimes waiting months for Facebook-Defendants to remove the unauthorized
advertisements, if at all, Oreto realized that she would need to take legal action against
Facebook-Defendants in order to have the multiple-unauthorized uses of her image
permanently removed from Facebook-Defendants’ platforms, and to force FacebookDefendants to stop intentionally inducing unknown entities to use Oreto’s persona on
Facebook-Defendants’ platforms over-and over again even after Facebook-Defendants
knows or has reason to know it is facilitating the false association and endorsement of
Oreto in the fake advertisements.
39.

Facebook-Defendants have had actual knowledge of the unauthorized use

of Oreto’s name, likeness, and other intellectual property rights for over a year in
various advertisements (in ever proliferating languages and countries), but deliberately
fails to stop or fails in removing the fake advertisements, therefore causing or otherwise
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materially contributing to the infringing conduct of dozens of unknown entities
advertising on Facebook-Defendants’ platforms, with Facebook-Defendants express
approval.
40.

Facebook-Defendants have profited from each fake advertisement using

Oreto’s name, image, likeness, and other intellectual property rights.
41.

By failing to stop the proliferation of fake advertisements, despite multiple

notifications to Facebook-Defendants, and by unreasonably delaying the process in
removing the fake advertisements, or by instead suspending the victim’s (i.e., Oreto’s)
accounts, Oreto has suffered continuing, ongoing, and unnecessary harm.
42.

As of the date of drafting this Complaint, many of Oreto’s followers,

friends, and customers have been duped into believing that Oreto is sponsoring and
endorsing the products or services associated with the fake advertisements approved
by Facebook-Defendants — many of which, if not all, are scams.
43.

Facebook-Defendants have intentionally approved each unauthorized use

of Oreto’s name, image, likeness, and other intellectual property rights in fake
advertisements to profit off the advertisements, and have done nothing to stop new fake
advertisements from reoccurring in the future.
44.

Facebook-Defendants have acted with reckless indifference to Oreto’s

rights, because it is against the financial interests of Facebook-Defendants to stop
unauthorized use of her images and her mark on Facebook-Defendants’ platforms in
bogus advertisements.
45.

Facebook-Defendants have recklessly penalized Oreto when customers

buy fake goods or services associated with unauthorized use of Oreto’s name, image,

22
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likeness, and other intellectual property rights, and complain to Facebook-Defendants
falsely believing that Oreto is associated with and endorses the products or services
associated with false advertisements approved by Facebook-Defendants.
46.

Still further, Facebook-Defendants negligently refused and refuses to

investigate or follow their own advertising policies and procedures for approving
advertisements, and negligently delay the removal of or fail to stop advertisements with
unauthorized use of Oreto’s name, image, likeness, and other intellectual property
rights.
47.

Given the potentially millions of views of advertisements with unauthorized

use Oreto’s name, image, likeness, and other intellectual property rights, FacebookDefendants generate advertising revenue contributing to Facebook-Defendants making
about $40 billion dollars in annual revenue; and to the detriment and damage of Oreto.
COUNT I
Lanham Act False Association and Designation of Origin
48.

Oreto hereby adopts and incorporates by reference the allegations set

forth in the preceding Paragraphs as though fully pleaded herein.
49.

Facebook-Defendants’ (i.e., Facebook, Inc. and Instagram, Inc.) approval

of advertisements using Oreto’s name, image and persona appearing on FacebookDefendants’ platforms perpetuates a false association of Oreto with the products and
services associated with those advertisements in violation of 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)(1)(A),
when Oreto, did not in fact authorize use of her name, image and persona in the
advertisements.
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50.

As alleged above, Facebook-Defendants were put on notice that the

public would be and was likely confused as the source or endorsement of the
advertisements, yet Facebook-Defendants continue to perpetrate the means for
infringement of Oreto’s image, marks, and persona in ever new spawning
advertisements.
51.

Facebook-Defendants’ actions as described herein are in direct violation

of Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act (15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)).
52.

For instance, in a false association claim under 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)(1)(A)

Facebook-Defendants are liable to Oreto because she is likely to be damaged by
Facebook-Defendants’ “services” that “uses in commerce any word, term, name . . .or
any false designation of origin, false or misleading description of fact, or false or
misleading representation of fact” which is “likely to cause confusion, or to cause
mistake, or to deceive as to the affiliation, connection, or association of such person
with another person, or as to the origin, sponsorship, or approval of his or her goods,
services, or commercial activities by another person.”
53.

Here, Facebook-Defendants have and continue to willfully and knowingly

approve and publish advertisements on their platforms in interstate commerce that
include designations or false designations of Oreto that are “likely to cause confusion, or
to cause mistake, or to deceive as to the affiliation, connection, or association of . . .
[Oreto] with another person, or as to the origin, sponsorship, or approval of . . . her . . .
services [i.e., Oreto’s], or commercial activities by another person;” and Oreto is likely to
be and was damaged by these acts.

24
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54.

In other words, the above displayed sample-scam advertisements, which

were approved and published by Facebook-Defendants, create a strong likelihood of
confusion that Oreto endorses, sponsors, is associated with, or is affiliated with the
advertised products or services in which her image and persona appear and any
statements and claims contained within the advertisements.
55.

Facebook-Defendants have knowingly/willfully approved and continue to

knowingly/willfully approve all advertisements that appear on Facebook-Defendants’
platforms including those with Oreto’s unauthorized use of her image, marks, and
persona in connection with statements contained made in the advertisements, even
after notifications to Facebook-Defendants that the advertisements were false,
misleading, and fake.
56.

Facebook-Defendants knew, knows, or had reason to know that the fake

advertisements infringed upon Oreto’s rights.
57.

Facebook-Defendants’ unauthorized use of Oreto’s name, image, likeness

and mark in interstate commerce falsely associates Oreto with fake advertisements, and
is likely to cause confusion, mistake, and deception as to the affiliation, connection, or
association of the fake ads with Oreto, or as to the sponsorship or approval of
products/services in the fake ads.
58.

Facebook-Defendants’ actions therefore violate Oreto’s rights in violation

of 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a).
59.

Oreto’s personal and professional reputation has been damaged by use of

her image, marks, and persona in false and misleading endorsements and affiliations or
associations with products and services of other persons in advertisements.
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60.

Facebook-Defendants published and continue to publish these false,

misleading and fake advertisements on their platforms in interstate commerce.
61.

As a direct and proximate result of Facebook’s actions, or inaction, as

stated herein, Oreto has suffered substantial emotional distress, damage to her
reputation, and damage to the goodwill of her image, persona, marks, and other
intellectual property rights.
62.

Therefore, Oreto is entitled to an (i) injunction to stop Facebook-

Defendants from continuing to approve and perpetrate false advertisements involving
Oreto’ designation, and (ii) monetary damages, including: Facebook-Defendants’ profits,
damages suffered by Oreto to be determined at trial, and the costs of this action.
63.

Further, Oreto is entitled to enhanced damages as a result of Facebook’s

malicious actions, or willful inaction, described above.
64.

The acts of Facebook-Defendants are willful, and continue unabated

despite being notified of the false advertisements over 15 different times in
approximately a six-month period leading up to the filing of this Complaint. Accordingly,
Oreto is entitled to receive treble damages as a result of Facebook-Defendants’
behavior. Similarly, this is an exceptional case, warranting an award of reasonable
attorneys’ fees to Oreto in amount to be proven at trial.
65.

As a direct and proximate result of said wrongful conduct by Facebook,

Oreto has suffered damages in amount to be proven at trial.
COUNT II
Violation of Oreto’s Right of Publicity
66.

Oreto hereby adopts and incorporates by reference the allegations set

forth in the preceding Paragraphs as though fully pleaded herein.
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67.

Facebook-Defendants’ approval of false advertisements using Oreto’s

image appearing on Facebook-Defendants’ platforms violates Oreto’s right-of-publicity
as set forth in Title 42 Pa. C.S.A. § 8316.
68.

The right-of-publicity is a state-law based right giving an individual the

inherent right to control any commercial use of one’s identity (i.e. image, likeness or
name), and as such recognizes that individuals should have the right to be
compensated for a commercial exploitation of their image unless they have agreed to
give up that right. Right-of-publicity thus creates the equivalent of an intellectual
property right that when infringed upon is a commercial tort of unfair competition.
69.

Pursuant to 42 Pa. C.S.A. § 8316(a), a cause of action for unauthorized

use of name or likeness may be established by “[a]ny natural person whose name or
likeness has commercial value and is used for any commercial or advertising purpose
without the written consent of such natural person” and as such “may bring an action to
enjoin such unauthorized use and to recover damages for any loss or injury sustained
by such use.”
70.

Oreto, as a natural person domiciled in the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania, qualifies as a party to bring an action for unauthorized use of her likeness
and personal identity under 42 Pa. C.S.A. § 8316(b) against Facebook-Defendants.
71.

Facebook-Defendants are not immune to an action brought under

Pennsylvania’s right of publicity statute, because they were notified of the unauthorized
use of Oreto’s identity and persona over a dozen times, yet continued to approve and
facilitate the publication of Oreto’s identity and persona without her permission. “No
person, firm or corporation, including their employees and agents, in the business of
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producing, manufacturing, publishing or disseminating material for commercial or
advertising purposes by any communications medium shall be held liable under this
section unless they had actual knowledge of the unauthorized use of the name or
likeness of a natural person as prohibited by this section.” § 8316(b) (Emphasis added.)
72.

A protected name or likeness under this statute is defined as “[a]ny

attribute of a natural person that serves to identify that natural person to an ordinary,
reasonable viewer or listener, including, but not limited to, name, signature, photograph,
image, likeness, voice or a substantially similar imitation of one or more thereof.” 42 Pa.
C.S.A. § 8316(e) (emphasis added).
73.

The repeated use of Oreto’s photographs in advertisements approved by

Facebook-Defendants constitutes a “commercial or advertising purpose” as set forth in
the right of publicity statute. Specifically, 42 Pa. C.S.A. § 8316(e)(1) states that “the
term shall include the public use or holding out a natural person’s likeness: (i) on or in
connection with the offering for sale or sale of a product, merchandise, goods, services
or businesses; (ii) for the purpose of advertising or promoting products, merchandise,
goods or services of a business; or (iii) for the purpose of fundraising.”
74.

Facebook-Defendants’ advertisements selling products and services

clearly exhibited a valuable interest in Oreto’s likeness and persona.
75.

The value and goodwill associated with Oreto’s likeness was developed

through the investment of time, effort, and money, and as such had tremendous
commercial value to her protected under 42 Pa. C.S.A. § 8316.
76.

Facebook’s website, the Facebook app, Instagram’s website, and the

Instagram app qualify as a "communications medium" under the statute.
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77.

Oreto has personality rights, namely the right of publicity, to keep her

image and likeness from being commercially exploited without express permission or
specified contractual compensation.
78.

Facebook-Defendants are directly involved with knowingly accepting and

approving its advertisements.
79.

Facebook-Defendants violated Oreto’s right to publicity by repeatedly

approving the use of Oreto’s image in the advertisements appearing on Facebook and
Instagram. By using said images, the public was misled into believing that Oreto
endorsed the products or services in the advertisements.
80.

Oreto and other Facebook and Instagram users repeatedly notified

Facebook-Defendants of the improper use of Oreto’s image, likeness, persona, and
identity.
81.

Despite repeated notifications, Facebook-Defendants approved the

repeated use of Oreto’s image, likeness, persona in such a way that Oreto is readily
identifiable from such use, and that such use resulted in damage to her reputation and
the commercial value of her persona, as a highly-respected tattoo artist with global
fame.
82.

As result of Facebook-Defendants acts alleged herein, Oreto has suffered

damages and will continue to suffer damages in an amount to be determined at trial.
83.

In doing the acts as alleged hereinabove, Facebook-Defendants acted

with disregard to Oreto’s right-of-publicity, and Oreto is entitled to punitive damages to
punish Facebook-Defendants and to deter such conduct in the future, in an amount to
be determined at trial.
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84.

Oreto also asserts that her privacy/property interest is served before this

Court with a permanent injunction to restrain the methods, acts and practices of the
Facebook-Defendants described herein, as well as seeking restitution and civil penalties
for violation of the law. Oreto avers that she will continue to suffer harm unless the acts
and practices complained of herein are permanently enjoined.
COUNT III
Negligence
85.

Oreto hereby adopts and incorporates by reference the allegations set

forth in the preceding Paragraphs as though fully pleaded herein.
86.

Facebook-Defendants have advertising policies that forbids Content that:
•

“promote[s] the sale or use of unsafe supplements;”

•

“that infringes upon or violates the rights of any third party, including
copyright, trademark, privacy, publicity, or other personal or proprietary
rights;”

•

that is “deceptive, false, or misleading content, including deceptive claims,
offers, or methods;” and

•

“contain[s] ‘before-and-after’ images or images that contain unexpected
or unlikely results,”

87.

Despite their own stated polices, Facebook-Defendants failed to

investigate dozens of complaints made by Oreto and others of the existence of
advertisements approved by Facebook-Defendants that violated each of the
aforementioned Facebook-Defendants’ policies.
88.

Upon receiving Oreto’s complaints on more than one occasion that her

image and persona was being used in advertisements without her authorization,
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Facebook-Defendants knew, or should have known that each advertisement with
Oreto’s images violated Facebook-Defendants’ own polices, yet Facebook-Defendants
knowingly allowed Oreto’s images to continue to be used in newly spawned
advertisements, and continues to approve fake ads as of the filing of this Complaint.
89.

Further, Facebook-Defendants were negligent and careless under in the

delay of removing the offending advertisements, and as a result of FacebookDefendants’ conduct Oreto was forced to hire an attorney and to file an action to have
these advertisements permanently purged from Facebook-Defendants’ platform, and
never to reappear again, in any form.
90.

As further result of Facebook-Defendants’ conduct, Oreto has suffered,

and continues to suffer economic damage in that her reputation has been damaged,
including the emotional distress of having to deal with false advertisements approved by
Facebook-Defendants.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Oreto, respectfully requests that this Court declare the
conduct of Facebook-Defendants, described herein above to be in violation of 15 U.S.C.
§ 1125(a)(1)(A) and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s right of publicity statute, as
set forth in Title 42 Pa. C.S.A. § 8316, and negligence. Oreto prays for judgment against
Facebook-Defendants as follows:
A.

Ordering the payment in the amount of special, consequential and general

damages in amount to be established at trial but believed to be no less than statutory
damages or any other jurisdictional amount in principal, together with allowable interest
thereon at the maximum legal rate.
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B.

For costs of suit and reasonable attorneys’ fees to the extent recoverable

by law and herein incurred;
C.

For an injunction prohibiting Facebook-Defendants from allowing any

entity to advertise using Oreto’s images, name, persona or marks without her express
written authorization;
D.

For exemplary, treble, and punitive damages in an amount to sufficient o

punish Facebook-Defendants and to deter such conduct from occurring in the future;
E.

To disgorge all revenue earned by Facebook-Defendants associated with

any advertisements, which used Oreto’s images, name, persona or marks without her
express-written authorization; and
E.

For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.
Demand for Jury Trial

Plaintiff, Kristel Oreto hereby demands a jury trial on all issues raised by this
Complaint.

Dated: June 4, 2018

Respectfully submitted,

_____________________
Robert R. Axenfeld, Esq.
Axenfeld Law Group, LLC
535 N. Church St., Suite 218
West Chester, PA 19380
(215) 422-3000
Lawyer ID No. 63343
Attorneys for Plaintiff Kristel Oreto
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